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Abstract

Link Flooding Attacks (LFA) are a devastating type of stealthy denial of ser-

vice attack that congests critical network links and can completely isolate the

victim's network. In this work, we present a systematic survey of LFA patterns

on all the layers of the Software De�ned Network (SDN) ecosystem, along with

a comparative analysis of mitigation techniques. The paper starts by examin-

ing di�erent LFA types, techniques, and behaviors in wired and wireless SDNs.

Next, an in-depth analysis of mitigation techniques is presented along with their

suitability for each of the SDN variants. Subsequently, the signi�cance of a pat-

tern matching and machine learning-based detection and mitigation approaches

as a defense against these attacks is highlighted. The goal is to provide a com-

prehensive survey to aid the research community in the design of viable solutions

to LFA in SDN, that remain e�ective at di�erent stages of the attack. The paper

also contributes by discussing the vulnerabilities of in-band SDNs against LFA

when the interface of the data/control plane is attacked by saturating shared

strategic links through stealth �ows.
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1. Introduction

Link Flooding Attacks (LFA) are classi�ed as one of the most lethal attacks

targeting modern-day networks. These attacks can cause a denial of service

by choking important links and ultimately bringing the entire network down

[1]. Depending on the particular technique and methodology, several LFAs5

have broadly been described in literature [2] such as cross�re, coremelt, and

spamhaus. Among these, the cross�re LFA [3] is harder to detect as it isolates

the target by �ooding the links around it with low rate legitimate tra�c.

SDN is the main driver of enterprise networking and the cloud era, making

it a prime target for di�erent attacks. SDN's vulnerability to LFA increases10

due to the presence of a centralized controller responsible for managing the

network. This paper focuses on LFA concerning SDN on all three layers (also

called planes) of the SDN architecture i.e. application, data, and control as

shown in Fig. 1. An adversary has been shown to be able to manipulate bots

to generate attack �ows to implement LFA, causing overwhelming damage to15

the SDN layers.

Application layer: The application layer contains the services and appli-

cations that request network functions from the data and control planes. LFA

targeting this plane can cause applications to crash, disrupting the normal �ow

of SDN. Network management applications are a critical component of the ap-20

plication plane and network security is a prime concern. LFA can target the

entire SDN ecosystem, and any successful attack can easily destroy network

operations and disrupt services [4], [5], [6], [7].

Control Layer: is a central unit in SDN responsible for successful packet

delivery from the source to the destination [8, 9, 10]. The SDN controller em-25

ploys di�erent interfaces to communicate with other layers and network elements

including the east, west, north and, southbound APIs [8]. The controller com-

municates with the infrastructure layer and network devices by utilizing the
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Figure 1: Broad categories of e�ects of LFA on SDN planes

Figure 2: Survey of 439 research papers citing SDN and further narrowing down the literature.

southbound API. The northbound API is used to connect the controller with

network applications [11]. Unlike the southbound API, there is no standardized30

protocol governing the northbound API thereby exposing it to numerous secu-

rity threats [12, 13, 14]. The east and westbound APIs are utilized for managing

multiple controllers that are distributed. Such a con�guration is used to manage

di�erent portions of a network [15] to avoid a single point of failure or bottle-
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neck [16, 17]. LFA on the control plane can crash and disconnect distributed35

controllers from other planes resulting in network outages [18]. Additionally,

�ooding can cause DoS on the control plane, leaving controllers unable to ful-

�ll legitimate requests [19]. Some previous works address DoS [20, 21, 22] and

exploit fault-tolerant properties in the controller [23, 24].

Data Layer: Initial attacks on SDN focused on attacks of the data plane40

that exploited a vulnerability in the �ow tables of SDN switches whereby fake

�ows were inserted causing depletion of memory and causing overload [25, 26,

27]. In [28] Sood et al. evaluated the performance of SDN switches that pro-

cessed incoming packets without interaction with the controller. Since data

plane attacks[4] directly target the core SDN hardware, they have the potential45

to cause severe consequences to the network. Under LFA, these hardware de-

vices can get disconnected making the network services irresponsive [29]. This

attack involves �ooding the infrastructure layer causing communication delays

and performance degradation. Another serious attack on the data plane in-

volves disconnecting switches from each other, which results in loss of �ow rules50

and synchronization issues between coordinating switches [30]. LFA can also

interfere with the �ow rules installation process in SDN switches which causes

a delay or even disconnection of the rule installation service, ultimately slow-

ing the entire network. LFA can isolate the data plane [4, 31] from the SDN

bringing the whole network down.55

Apart from the above discussion, we have performed an extensive literature

survey on LFA and found the following characteristics.

• LFAs can segment o� target links and can disconnect networked regions

over the Internet.

• Defense against LFA is more di�cult than mitigating DDoS attacks [32,60

33].

• The attack vector is indirect and never directly targets the end servers to

avoid detection by intrusion-detection systems and �rewalls [3].
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Figure 3: Structure of the paper.

• Attackers use legitimate tra�c to �ood speci�c links which cause increased

false-positive rate when �ow drop techniques are used for mitigation.65

Due to the above characteristics, and the stealthy nature of LFA it is important

to determine e�ective mitigation strategies. Several varying techniques [1, 34,

35, 36] have been proposed in the literature that can be broadly categorized into

tra�c engineering [1, 37, 38], link monitoring [2, 38, 39] and SDN principle-based

approaches [32, 40, 41]. In [30] Niyaz et al. have elaborated on the di�erent70

attacks on SDN, and their e�ect on web services. Fig. 2 attempts to categorize

di�erent attacks in the published research citing SDN. Despite its importance,

LFA has received little attention. Fig. 2 highlights that only 18% of these works

were actually geared towards SDN, with the majority mainly employing SDN

for a proof of concept. The bar chart in Fig. 2 clearly shows that only 9 research75

papers have so far considered LFA problem in SDN and that too mostly focusing

on the data plane only.
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Table 1: A comparison of our study with the previous surveys in securing SDNs.

References
Application

Plane

Control

Plane

Data Plane Control Channel
REST

API

LFA DDoS
SDN

Variants

Security Taxonomies [63] X X X X X

Flow-based DDoS[64] X X X X

Control Plane Security[65] X X X

SDN Security[66] X X X X X

SDN Architecture Security[67] X X X

DDoS in SDN[68] X X X X X

Stateful SDN[69] X X X X

Our Survey X X X X X X X X

A growing trend in the adoption of and dependence on the big data and

social networks can be observed in all aspects of life [42] and nearly in every

�eld of scienti�c research that includes education [43], business management80

[44], health-care [45], aerospace [46] and social works [47]. Preserving privacy

[48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55], ensuring information security [56, 57] as well as

safeguarding the internet for e�ective provisioning of network services [58] is of

prime importance in the globally connected world [59]. SDN is a key enabler

in IoT network management and Software De�ned Internet of Things (SDIoT)85

infrastructure provisioning [60, 61]. Therefore, it is crucial to safeguard the

networks which are mostly software-de�ned, against vulnerabilities and attacks

such as LFAs for seamless provision of the online services [62]. In this connec-

tion, an in-depth survey of LFA and defense mechanisms in the SDN ecosystem

including wired and wireless environments is needed.90

Table 1 discusses a comparison of this study with the already available sur-

veys in the SDN security domain. This table contains surveys that address the

security issues at di�erent planes, interfaces and SDN variants. It can be ob-

served that there is a lack of studies available that address all the SDN planes,

interfaces, variants and attack categories. A systematic study of LFA is needed95

to understand the various aspects associated with this critical network security

issue and to develop sustainable solutions. The present work is an extension

of our preliminary research in the classi�cation of LFA mitigation techniques
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Table 2: Comparison with existing Surveys.

Survey Ti-

tle

Main Idea Limitation Year

A Sur-

vey and

a Layered

Taxonomy of

SDN [8]

Survey vulnerabilities of SDN applications,

platforms, the OpenFlow and the SDN con-

troller.

DoS attacks considered are limited to

application-layer attacks and �ooding

of �ow requests to overwhelm the con-

troller.

2014

A Survey

of Security

in Software

De�ned

Networks

[66]

Discusses DoS attacks on the communication

channel between the network element and the

controller when not operating in the same

trust domains.

Does not address the inherent limi-

tations of LFA. Solutions covered fo-

cus on the need to establish trust be-

tween SDN elements using authoriza-

tion mechanisms. These are limited.

2016

SDN Ar-

chitecture,

Security

and Energy

E�ciency: A

Survey [71]

Present seven di�erent SDN threat vectors

with the �rst two focused on DoS.

Solutions discussed are focused on pro-

grammable SDN to reduce energy con-

sumption by network infrastructure us-

ing sleep-awake mechanisms and tra�c

management while providing network

security.

2017

[70]. In this research, we initially present a comprehensive survey of LFA and

mitigation techniques in relation to all layers of wired and wireless (mesh) SDN.100

Subsequently, a comparative analysis of mitigation techniques is presented with

pointers to suitability for each of a given SDN type. We categorize and classify

LFAs and present the countermeasures from the literature keeping in view the

prevention and detection mechanisms suitable for each type. Finally, we high-

light some important issues which have been overlooked in the literature and105

provide directions for future research in this area.

There exist prior surveys providing extensive coverage of research in network

attacks involving SDN. Surveys include but are not limited to LFA, topology

discovery attacks, malicious switches, compromised controllers, attacks on SDN

interfaces, security applications, vulnerabilities of certain SDN platforms, the110

security of OpenFlow and even the use of SDN as a security solution to tra-

ditional attacks. However, all of these surveys are limited in their coverage of

vulnerabilities of SDN to LFA and its mitigation. A comparison of noteworthy
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surveys and their limitations are provided in Table 2.

A systematic study of LFA is needed to understand the various aspects115

associated with this critical network security issue and to develop sustainable

solutions. The present work is an extension of our preliminary research in the

classi�cation of LFA mitigation techniques [70]. In this research, we initially

present a comprehensive survey of LFA and mitigation techniques concerning all

layers of wired and wireless (mesh) SDN. Subsequently, a comparative analysis of120

mitigation techniques is presented with pointers to suitability for each of a given

SDN type. We categorize and classify LFAs and present the countermeasures

from the literature keeping in view the prevention and detection mechanisms

suitable for each type. Finally, we highlight some important issues which have

been overlooked in the literature and provide directions for future research in125

this area. Following are some of the main contributions of this work:

• We provide comprehensive coverage and comparative analysis of the types

of LFA targeting SDN networks including deployments in both wired and

wireless ecosystems.

• LFA Mitigation solutions are surveyed and ranked based on a novel set of130

quality metrics proposed in this paper.

• We provide guidelines to follow when implementing mitigation techniques

that would allow them to be more proactive and robust.

• We highlight that previous solutions have focused exclusively on either

data or control planes and we explore the impact of LFAs when strategic135

links are choked through the data plane in order to cause a denial of service

for the control plane.

An overall structure of the paper has been provided in Fig. 3 and a list

of acronyms used in the paper is given in Table 3. The rest of the paper is

organized as follows: Section II provides insights into LFA types and threat140

sources in SDNs. In Section III, details the di�erent SDN types and discusses

di�erent layers prone to attacks. Section IV presents link vulnerabilities in SDN
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Table 3: List of acronyms.

Symbol Description Symbol Description

LFA Link Flooding Attack ASes Autonomous Systems

SDN Software De�ned Network FIB Forwarding Information Base

SDWN Software De�ned Wireless Network LTE Long Term Evolution

SDMN Software De�ned Mobile Network SSID Service Set Identi�er

SDWMN Software De�ned Wireless Mesh Network OLSR Optimized Link State Routing

SDLAN Software De�ned Local Area Network VN Virtual Networks

IP Internet Protocol SVM Support Vector Machine

ISP Internet Service Provider CoDeF Collaborative Defense

DoS Denial of Service VPN Virtual Private Network

LAN Local Area Network DNS Domain Name System

Wi-Fi Wireless Fidelity DHCP Domain Host Con�guration Protocol

IXP Internet Exchange Point WMN Wireless Mesh Network

API Application Programming Interface MTD Moving Target Defense

highlighting the most LFA prone components of SDN. Section V exhaustively

reviews LFA mitigation techniques from the literature and provides a classi�ca-

tion of the defense mechanisms based on a certain criterion. Section VI focuses145

on future directions and current issues, while Section VII concludes the paper.

2. Link Flooding Attacks

This section details di�erent LFAs including the cross�re [3], spamhaus [72],

and the coremelt attacks [73]. Furthermore, we present a comparison of these

attacks according to certain parameters that are critical in nature for all LFA150

types to show why cross�re attacks are the most lethal as compared to all other

attacks. During recent years, attacks on the network infrastructure have been

increased tremendously [74, 75, 76].

LFA is a category of DDoS attacks [33, 77], which has the potential to dis-

connect network connections of a target area. DDoS attacks are often carried155

out by a huge number of super�uous requests to a target resource or a ma-

chine that causes disruptions in the legitimate service delivery. DDoS attackers

use spoofed IP addresses, which makes it harder to detect the actual source
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of an attack. Due to extensive research in securing current networks, DDoS

adversaries have evolved a novel attack strategy, which involves stealth �ows to160

attack the current networks. This DDoS strategy known as LFA is challenging

to detect and mitigate as the adversaries exploit legitimate �ows, whereas the

attack rate never exceeds the allocated data rate. Hence, the attackers are able

to cautiously disconnect the victim from the rest of the network.

In LFA the attacker analyzes the network to identify the connecting links to165

the target area. A use case example of LFA is given in Fig. 5, where bots are

sending �ood tra�c on the target link, which is connected to the target server.

Using this setup the adversary can potentially disconnect the target server from

the network without directly attacking the target server. We explain di�erent

types of LFA in the following subsections.170

2.1. Coremelt Attack

In this attack, a set of compromised systems is used by the attacker to send

packets to each other in order to �ood a speci�c link in a network [73] as shown

in Fig. 4. While compromised systems exchange packets with each other, the

adversary can evade defence mechanisms based on �ow �ltering, because the175

attackers use protocol conforming tra�c [78]. The attacker can e�ectively shut

down a backbone when the attack hosts are dispersed across di�erent networks.

The adversaries use the following steps to launch an attack.

1. Identify a target link in the network.

2. Distinguish the set of attacking host pairs that can generate enough tra�c180

to overload the desired link.

3. Exchange packets among the attack hosts to congest the target link.

Because of less resource requirement and simpli�ed attack implementation, the

coremelt attack can be manipulated easily to attack current networks including

SDN.185
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Figure 4: The setup of a coremelt attack, pairs of computers are carefully selected to attack

the target link. The Figure at [73] has been redrawn and expanded.

2.2. Cross�re Attacks

The cross�re attack is more sophisticated and stealthy as compared to the

coremelt attack, because it is adaptable to route shifts and avoids triggering

alarms by changing the target links after a speci�ed time interval set by the

attacker. In contrast to the coremelt attack, the e�ciency does not depend190

upon the geographic distribution of the bots. ISP collaboration is an essential

requirement for an e�ective defense using modern security tools. Therefore, all

these factors need to be a consideration when developing a mitigation solution.

Figure 5: The Setup of a Cross�re Attack demonstrating the target link between bots and

decoy servers [3].
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The cross�re attack is carried out using bots as shown in Fig. 5. It can be

observed that the bots send tra�c to decoy servers which block the tra�c to the195

target. The attack rate and the number of bot-decoy pairs are carefully selected

to e�ectively congest the link. Sending low bit-rate tra�c to decoys chokes

the links connecting the target server with the rest of the network. Detecting

cross�re LFA is complicated because the target server never receives �ood tra�c

directly [3]. Similarly, bots use legitimate IP addresses, hence, it is di�cult200

to identify attack sources [3, 79, 80]. The adversary starts by constructing

the network pro�le by sending traceroute packets to identify target server and

critical links to attack. It then selects the decoy servers and calculates a su�cient

number of bot-decoy pairs to launch the �ooding operation. Finally, it sends

low rate �ows from bots to decoys, so all paths to the target experience �ood205

tra�c, as a result, the legitimate tra�c is blocked. Cross�re attack has the

potential to attack modern SDN in a variety of ways by leveraging its indirect

attack strategy. One such scenario can be control channel LFA.

2.3. Spamhaus Attack

A major Internet-scale LFA attack was performed on the spamhaus server,210

an organization that provides spam �ltering services to subscribers. In this

particular case, the attack was launched on a number of important links to

vital Internet exchange points (IXPs) in Europe and Asia to deny speci�c cloud

services. The intensity of the attack was so severe that it constitutes an attack

type in LFAs. The attack started by directly targeting speci�c servers and with215

time, the attack evolved by �ooding network links on multiple IXPs [72].

The attack setup is shown in Fig. 6. Initially, attackers used open resolvers

to send service requests to the spamhaus server, which was unable to service

this massive amount of requests and became unresponsive. Later, spamhaus

used the services of CloudFare [81] to cater to the enormous attack tra�c which220

provided the spamhaus server the ability to ful�ll requests. When attackers were

unable to bring spamhaus down, they attacked the regional exchange links in

Europe and Asia that allowed CloudFlare and a large internet service provider

12



to pass tra�c to each other. This evolved strategy was successful in bringing

the spamhaus services down.

Figure 6: Open resolvers sending service requests to IXPs to �ood links leading to spamhaus

server.

225

2.4. Taxonomy of Attacks in SDNs

In Fig. 7, a comparison of the three attacks according to speci�c attack

parameters has been carried out. A taxonomy of attacks has been previously

conducted which outlines the attacks on SDN planes; however, it lacks in dis-

cussing the potential impact of LFAs on SDN planes and interfaces [82]. The230

coremelt attack uses a pair of bots which coordinate with each other to accom-

plish the attack, while cross�re attacks use bots and public servers' collaboration

for attack implementation.

In the cross�re attack, the targets are network links around a certain geo-

graphical region which belong to several ASes and Internet Service Providers235

ISPs. Bots are independently distributed around the target server in cross�re

attack while in coremelt attack, bots are placed on each side of the target link

which needs to be �ooded i.e. they are not distributed independently in the

coremelt attack. Flows in both cross�re and coremelt attack are legitimate.
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Figure 7: LFA taxonomy.

Spamhaus used open resolvers which sent illegitimate �ood tra�c to the links.240

Attack persistence is high compared to cross�re and coremelt attacks.

Fig. 7 illustrates that the cross�re attacks are the most lethal attacks because

of their low detection rate. The cross�re attack has the ability to disable network

links by �ooding them with attack tra�c. Multiple factors contribute to the

severity of this attack.245

• First, it uses legitimate IP tra�c, rather than using spoofed IP addresses

which makes it hard to �lter.

• Furthermore, it sends legitimate packets to publicly accessible servers (de-

coys). So these packets keep on �owing without any interruption, �ooding

the link between these servers.250

• Finally, it transmits low bandwidth �ows from each bot individually and

these legitimate �ows then cumulatively �ood certain links in the network

without being detected.

Table 4, contains di�erent types of attacks on SDN planes and interfaces

along with their possible solutions. As it can be observed that the impact of255

LFA on the control plane to the data plane interface has not yet been adequately

explored in the literature. In this regard, a viable solution against LFA on

control plane to data plane is necessary.
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Table 4: Attack Types on SDN Planes/ Interfaces And Solutions.

Target Plane/Interface Attack Type Current Solutions

Data Plane

DoS CONA [83], SDN-Guard [21], FloodDefender [84]

Anomalous Switches SDNsec[85], OFGUARD [86], FortNox [87]

Anomalous hosts OFGuard[86], FlowVisor [88]

Control Plane

DoS Lightweight DDoS[89], LineSwitch[90], SDNShield [10]

Compromised controller HyperFlow [91], Fleet [92], OrchSec[93], FleXam[94]

Malicious modules Avant Guard [95]

Controller disconnection DRS [96]

Application Plane
SDN security PremOFF [97], SDNRootkits [98], OFX [99]

Information leakage Proactive Strategic and Randomization [99]

Control Plane-Data Plane
Malicious rules Veri�ow [100], HSCS Architecture [101]

LFA No prior research conducted

Control Plane-Application Plane DoS Multi Controller Architecture for SDN [102]

As discussed in Section 1, attacks on SDNs can be broadly classi�ed into

�ve di�erent areas based on the target: data plane, control plane, application260

plane, control-data plane and control-application planes. Table 2 categorizes

the di�erent solutions based on the target type.

The �rst class of solutions focus on data-plane attacks [83, 21, 84, 85, 86, 87,

88] involving DoS [88, 21, 83], anomalous switches [85, 86, 87] and anomalous

hosts [86, 88]. In [83], the data plane is �ooded using a resource-exhaustive265

storm of requests by bots, while [18] explored attacks involving �ooding the

server with a large number of TCP SYN packets with di�erent IP source ad-

dresses to emulate DDoS. In [84], authors considered attacks in which massive

table-miss tra�c was sent mixed with normal tra�c to the OpenFlow switch

to overwhelm victim switches. In [86], switches generate a large number of fake270

packets that trigger table-miss and send a lot of packet-in messages to controller,

thus overloading the memory of the network devices as well as overwhelming

the control plane bandwidth. In [87] the attack considered is mostly about

15



leveraging �ow rule con�icts to sabotage the SDN.

The second class of solutions focus on the control-plane attacks [89, 90,275

10, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96] speci�cally. In [10], an abnormally high packet_in

arrival rate of a switch is considered to be an attack �ow since it overwhelms the

network. In [89], the attack tra�c is considered to be persistent and synchronous

while most �ows of normal tra�c are short-lived and non-synchronous. In [90],

the attack is considered to be focused on saturating the control plane in order280

to achieve bu�er saturation. In [92], the attack is considered to be due to a

group of colluding malicious administrators whose goal is to reduce network

availability by deliberately miscon�guring controller policies to cause undesired

�ow rules to be pushed to switches, thus saturating switch tables. In [93], a DNS

ampli�cation attack is considered in which attacking hosts spoof the source IP285

address of the victim, and Open DNS resolvers are con�gured to send large DNS

responses to the victim. In [95], the solution focuses on attacks exploiting the

lack of scalability between the data and control planes which enables an external

entity to craft an inbound stream of �ow requests to overwhelm communication

between the two planes through a control plane saturation attack.290

The third class of solutions focuses on the application plane attacks [97, 98,

99, 99]. In [98], a northbound channel over�ow attack is used in which applica-

tions send excessive amounts of con�guration messages to the SDN controller

as well as a southbound attack in which excessive events are generated on the

forwarding plane (e.g. switch migration, switch reboots) to overwhelm the re-295

sources. In [99], a TCP SYN �ooding attack is considered where an attacking

application �oods the control plane by sending TCP SYN packets with random

sources, destinations, and ports.

The fourth class of solutions focuses on attacks targeting the interface of

control and data planes [100, 101]. In [100][80], the solution considers a generic300

category of attacks which are based on faults in the network state due to loops,

sub-optimal routing, black holes and access control violations which result in

services becoming unavailable. In [101], the solution focuses on attacks that

leverage malicious API calls to overwhelm the network.
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The �fth class of solutions [102] investigates on attacks that target the in-305

terface of the control and application planes. In [102], the attack comprises of

several hosts simultaneously �ooding UDP packets to other hosts using such that

the top of rack (ToR) switches connected with these hosts generate excessive

�ow requests to the controller in order to �ood the controller.

We have discussed broad categories of defense techniques on di�erent SDN310

interfaces and planes. Moreover, we have elaborated on types of di�erent LFAs

and demonstrated how cross�re LFA is lethal as compared to other LFAs. In

the next sections, we further discuss this attack and its implementation on all

the SDN variants: SDMN, SDWN, and SDWMN, and SDLAN. We explain the

e�ect of cross�re attack on di�erent planes of SDN and at the end, the defense315

mechanism against cross�re LFA is explained.

Figure 8: SDN architecture comprising of three layers [103].

3. Vulnerabilities of SDN under LFA

This section, explains the vulnerabilities of all of the variants of LFA includ-

ing SDWN, SDMN, SDLAN, and SDWMN.

3.1. SDN preliminaries in an LFA Context320

We start with the SDN architecture where a network behavior is controlled

centrally by an API. SDN decouples the packet forwarding control structure

17



Figure 9: E�ect of LFA on all SDN planes can be observed, LFA can disrupt inter-plane and

intra-plane communication.

from the switching hardware [16, 104, 20, 105]. Network tra�c is forwarded

without changing any setting of individual switches or routers by using this

approach. This network architecture consists of three planes: data, control, and325

the application plane as shown in Fig. 8. The data plane also commonly known

as the infrastructure layer contains forwarding devices that are responsible for

packets forwarding. Similarly, the control plane is responsible for managing the

data plane devices in the same way the application plane contains applications

to enable di�erent SDN services [106, 107].330

LFA can severely a�ect the SDN architecture by attacking the link between

the infrastructure layer and the control layer. It can disconnect the entire in-

frastructure layer from the SDN. The logic to control the network infrastructure

resides on the control plane of SDN. This is an area where we see a large level of

commercialization whereby network vendors are o�ering customized solutions335

for the SDN controllers and frameworks. The business logic primarily resides

18



here and is responsible for controlling network infrastructure and fetching and

maintaining di�erent types of network information such as state, topology, and

statistics. As the SDN controller provides e�cient network management, there-

fore, it must incorporate the ability to control real-world networks including340

�rewall, switching, DHCP, security, layer2 VPN, DNS, routing, and cluster-

ing. In parallel to these three layers, there are two interfaces for communication

between the di�erent layers, i.e. northbound and southbound interfaces. Gener-

ally, the northbound interface provides the capability to communicate with the

upper layer known as the application layer of SDN using REST API. Commu-345

nication with the network infrastructure is controlled by southbound API using

OpenFlow [104], Netconf [108], and Ovsdb [109] etc. The application layer is

a relatively unexplored domain to develop as many innovative applications are

possible by exploiting all the network information such as statistics, state and

topology etc. Custom applications can be developed to optimize the network350

functionality on the application layer. These applications include network se-

curity, monitoring, con�guration, troubleshooting, and automation. SDN has

revolutionized the way traditional networks are managed since it dramatically

reduces network operating costs by using inexpensive switches that can perform

automated network functions. Di�erent network con�gurations can be tested355

without disrupting the actual network. Due to the centralization of the FIB,

optimal routes can be calculated for seamless tra�c �ow in the network. SDN

can �lter the packets as they enter the network. Data plane switches can act

as �rewalls and are able to redirect tra�c �ows to security controls at higher-

level layers. In contrast to these advantages, centralized control of SDN makes360

it vulnerable to multiple attack types intended on all layers of SDN, like �ow

table over�ow attacks [25, 110, 111, 112, 113, 71, 66, 114, 115, 116, 117] control

channel �ooding attacks, link fabrication attacks [118] and controller fail-over

attacks. SDN implementation is also a very challenging task, as it requires

completely changing network infrastructure.365

The network service providers must alter the entire network as well as re-

tain skilled sta� and employ state-of-the-art management and diagnostic tools
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for SDN implementation. The consequence of LFA is shown in Fig. 9 where

an adversary is sending LFA tra�c on all SDN planes. The application plane

contains the applications responsible for managing the entire SDN including370

access control, tra�c and security monitoring and mobility management [119]

[120]. Although the di�culty of launching LFA on the application plane is very

high because it requires authentication, but still, it has a disastrous e�ect on

the network if it gains the privileges and passes the authentication. The impact

of LFA on SDN application plane is severe because it enables the applications375

to run smoothly, the whole network su�ers if it comes under attack. LFA on

application plane results in complete or partial disruption of these management

modules from the whole network. Every module in the application plane per-

forms some speci�c and specialized operation that is critical for the seamless

operation of SDN. Flood tra�c in the application plane results in network secu-380

rity applications to crash and hence it is a security vulnerability in SDN. LFA

can a�ect the tra�c running from the application plane to the control plane, in

severe conditions the link can get disconnected. The application plane holds cru-

cial network management policies like requesting network functions from other

planes and building a high level view of the network by requesting information385

from the controller. LFA has the potential to create severe network manage-

ment issues by attacking this plane. In the control plane, there are distributed

controllers which coordinate with each other to accomplish the network control

functionality. The purpose is to set up a backup mechanism, so that a secondary

controller can take charge in case of the primary controller's failure. LFA can390

disrupt communication between the controllers that work synchronously to pro-

vide network control functionality. As the controller is the critical component of

SDN, it can be attacked for DoS [121], which creates a hindrance to successful

network operation. Network is centrally managed in SDN, so the communica-

tion in the control plane must be managed with care because any attack on395

the controller can disrupt business activity. The data plane is the main work-

ing element in SDN as it forwards the packets to its destinations. The data

plane hardware components (switches, routers etc.) forward packets according
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to the rules provided by the control plane. On the arrival of a new packet, the

switch looks for the forwarding rule for this packet and if a switch is unable to400

�nd a �ow rule for a packet it queries the coordinating switches for forward-

ing rules. LFA can disconnect intra-switch communication by �ooding the link

between switches, which results in a rules updation problem and disrupts the

communication between coordinating switches. The data plane can be attacked

in a variety of ways using LFA, which incurs devastating e�ects on SDN. For405

example, when a �ow rule is added according to the packet destination, LFA

can isolate the forwarding devices, which a�ects the rule set up in data plane

switches.

3.2. LFA in Wireless Networks

The OpenFlow protocol was initially developed for campus networks, but410

with further development, it has now been extended for several modes of wire-

less, equipping them with �ne control, greater �exibility and ease of use [122,

123]. During recent years SDWN has gained tremendous popularity in terms

of research [124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. This section

presents di�erent variants of SDWN and highlights how the LFA problem di�ers415

in the di�erent network architecture contexts and the distinguishing character-

istics of LFA mitigation solutions.

In [135], the performance enhancement of SDN is discussed in di�erent wire-

less networks. Fig. 10 shows the basic structure of a SDWN. The versatile

nature of devices can be from di�erent vendors and operated by multiple opera-420

tors. Managing the interoperability of the versatile nature of wireless devices is a

challenging task. In the same manner, providing consistent security and seam-

less communication for the users of the wireless networks who hops between

di�erent networks being managed by di�erent operators is very complex. SDN

can be a straightforward solution for wireless networks because of its ability to425

hide complexities.

Legacy wireless networks rely on distributed schemes for network operation

and provisioning, SDWN o�ers centralized controller for all the network devices
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which make it vulnerable to various LFA. In SDWN, the core characteristic of

SDN, i.e. separation of control and data planes are utilized while extending430

it with another characteristic of a clear separation of radio access and service

de�nition. These two principles are combined to provide robust and scalable vir-

tualization of wireless networks [136]. Radio access is a shared resource that is

responsible for delivering seamless access to mobile devices over an air medium

[137, 138]. The consequences of LFA increases because of its shared nature.435

SDWN have unique characteristics due to the presence of wireless infrastruc-

ture, but at the same time, it also introduces new challenges of LFA for the

SDN framework. The unstable nature of the wireless medium is a great security

threat to SDWN and risks can be exploited by the adversaries. Due to the

heterogeneous nature of wireless technology, some special problems are incor-440

porated in SDWN like QoS provisioning, interference management, and reliable

handover. In traditional networks, forwarding devices are separated so LFA to

these devices can only be achieved in a cooperative manner, which makes it dif-

�cult to accomplish. SDWN relies on the concept of centralized control hence

LFA can be implemented easily as compared to traditional networks. Due to445

the physical separation of the control and data planes, SDWN is more prone to

LFA in many ways as compared to traditional networks.

LFA on forwarding devices can have devastating e�ects on the network be-

cause the forwarding devices play a crucial role in the network. Similarly, LFA

on the control plane communication may result in slowing down the tra�c over450

the link. LFA can attack controllers which is one of the most lethal attacks on

SDWNs. A faulty controller can harm the communication of the entire network

and detecting the cause of failure can be a di�cult task. Lack of trust mech-

anisms between the controller and management applications can also prove to

be lethal because a malicious application can mislead the communication �ows.455

The controller only provides abstraction and only issues con�guration com-

mands. A user's mobility in the SDWNs poses a threat in itself because users

switch between multiple networks using di�erent technologies; it is very di�cult

to track anomalous activities. The negotiation process provided by multiple
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platforms complicates the handshaking between networks, which raises privacy460

issues. SDWN must observe the basic network characteristics like authenticity,

con�dentiality, integrity, consistency, fast responsiveness and adaptation for the

smooth operation of the underlying network.

Figure 10: The controller communicates with the devices using hardware speci�c agents.

Extended and redrawn the �gure available at [139].

3.2.1. Software De�ned Mobile Networks (SDMN)

SDMN form an integral part of the wireless world, and therefore warrant ex-465

ploration of LFA attacks and solutions in their context. During the past years,

research on SDMNs has received increased attention because of its wide adop-

tion as a replacement for traditional mobile networks [140, 141, 142, 143, 144,

145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 144]. The control channel is the lucrative target

of the adversaries because it handles all the tra�c-governing decisions [151]. In470

[144], Liyanage et al. have suggested for a secure channel for SDMNs based

on host-identity protocol. With the rapid adoption of smartphone technologies,

mobile networks have gained immense importance during the past few years. As

mobile networks converge due to revolutions in wireless technologies like LTE.

WiMAX and Wi-Fi are also being widely integrated into the current network475

infrastructure. SDMN concept is a proposed extension of SDN architecture to

incorporate mobile network speci�c features in the software de�ned networking

paradigm. The SDMN architecture comprises of a �ow-forwarding model with a

logically centralized controller. SDMN can address several limitations of mobile

networks including heterogeneity, complexity, and consistency in the network480
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e�ciently. The centralized controller architecture can e�ectively manage spec-

trum usage and spectrum sharing strategies in the underlying mobile network.

SDMN o�ers various bene�ts like centralized control segmentation management,

network management, network control and on-demand provisioning. However,

SDMN is also vulnerable to new security threats that were harder to implement485

on traditional mobile networks. The main security threat in SDMN is the IP

level security threats, LFA, DoS and TCP reset attacks.

SDMN is prone to LFA because of their wireless nature and they can be

more lethal as compared to wired medium LFAs. In SDMNs LFA can exhaust

the resources in forwarding devices and controllers. Unlike SDN powered wired490

networks where data and control plane are on dedicated hardware, wireless

medium is shared by both data and control plane. Therefore, LFA on wireless

medium results in disconnecting both these planes. The forwarding devices

in SDMNs communicate each other for forwarding rules sharing and updating

�ow tables, attack on forwarding devices results in responsiveness of the whole495

forwarding plane. More speci�cally, unlike wired networks, in which dedicated

wire-lines can be used separately for the control and data planes, the same

wireless communication links are typically used for both the data and control

planes. This poses unique challenges as any LFA based attack will impact both

the control and data planes simultaneously. In particular, launching jamming500

attacks combined with LFA on strategic links in the network can overwhelm

the network. However, given the rather extensive coverage of the underlying

wireless infrastructure in SDMNs, multiple solutions could be adopted e.g. using

multiple backup nodes, load distribution across multiple forwarding devices or

multi-channel availability between nodes.505

3.2.2. Software De�ned Wireless Mesh Networks (SDWMN)

Wireless mesh networks are one of the most important components in pro-

viding multi-hop connectivity between users and Internet gateways. They have

been widely used in public internet access systems and intelligent transportation

systems [152, 153, 154, 155]. The wireless community aims at providing high-510
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speed with high-throughput connectivity for the network users by exploiting

the available technologies including fourth and �fth generation mobile cellular

systems, IEEE802.11 based networks, IEEE802.16 WiMAX broadband wireless

networks as shown in Fig. 11. Wireless mesh networks are playing a pivotal

role in providing multi-hop connectivity between end users and Internet gate-515

ways [156]. SDN enhances the performance of the SDWMN in several ways.

Access points association is enhanced by using SDN, as in [157] Sood et al. pro-

pose access point association minimize location changing problem for new users

in IEEE802.11 networks. A typical architecture of the wireless mesh network

(WMN) consists of nodes connecting in a multi hop manner using a wireless520

medium. These network nodes can be either static mobile devices or static

wireless routers. WMN is the main contributor in providing users with multi-

hop connections and internet gateways. WMNs can be challenging to manage

because of the diversity of the involved devices and dynamic network provision-

ing. These networks may consist of di�erent network devices and have diverse525

communication capabilities. In [158] the authors use SSID for separating data

networks from the control plane in a physical network. Yang et al. [155] pro-

posed an in-band approach to developing OpenFlow SDWMN that can maintain

the tra�c load on the internet. Detti et al. [159] proposed the deployment of

in-band style by using Optimized Link State Routing OLSR for data and control530

packets.

In contrast to mobile networks, mesh networks have multiple redundant

links which provide resilience against link failures. Moreover, they are meant

to cover a smaller geographical area. In this context, the natural structure of

mesh networks provides some inherent protection against LFA in the sense that535

typically strategic resources in the network will have multi-link reachability,

o�ering forti�cation against LFA attacks. However, at the same time, there are

some open issues and challenges that need to be addressed.

A major weakness in SDWMN in the context of LFA is that the wireless

medium is shared by both control and data tra�c. Being a scarce resource, radio540

spectrum must be utilized e�ciently [160]. The policy and rules for guiding and
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Figure 11: The architecture of SDWMN. (Modi�ed and redrawn the �gure available at [160].)

routing of data tra�c is another big contribution to control tra�c. An SDWMN

must provide higher priority to controlling tra�c as compared to the data tra�c.

As rules are generated to serve the tra�c transmission, the control tra�c can

only be transmitted when control tra�c is passed successfully, because control545

tra�c is more important than the data tra�c. In this regard, high priority must

be given to the control tra�c. LFA creates more complications in the SDWMN

operation. If data plane tra�c is waiting for control tra�c and LFA occurs, the

control tra�c will not be able to reach the hardware resulting in blockage of the

communication. LFA on the wireless medium also results in disconnecting both550

planes, which brings the whole network down. Thus, sharing the same wireless

links for both control and data tra�c poses vulnerability to LFA.

Another important di�erence between SDMN and SDWMN is that the long-

wavelength cellular wireless technologies have typically longer range and provide

extended wireless coverage, whereas in the case of mesh networks, the wireless555

range is typically limited and highly dependent on node distribution. This poses

the problem that network segments with the sparse deployment of mesh nodes

can be targeted by LFA since fewer wireless links will be available as a fall-back
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option.

In terms of solution, in addition to the LFA detection and mitigation frame-560

work developed in the paper, multi-channel and multi-radio capability of mesh

networks can be leveraged to increase the link redundancy for strategic nodes

in the network. Also, a higher node density can also be ensured around these

strategic assets to increase the �degree of meshing�of wireless links. From a tac-

tical perspective, perhaps the controllers in SDWMN would need to query mesh565

switch nodes more frequently with some triggering mechanisms in case mesh

switches near strategic nodes are not accessible.

3.2.3. Software De�ned Wireless Local Area Networks (SDWLAN)

The controller in WLAN can be attacked using LFA, disconnecting the com-

munication between the controller and the wireless receivers which results in570

disconnecting the whole communication process. The controller in WLAN must

be able to track the movement of the subscribers and this needs to be han-

dled carefully to provide seamless communication to the users [161, 162, 163].

LFA can severely a�ect the handover strategy by �ooding strategic links. These

complexities in WLANs make it more vulnerable to LFAs.575

In a study by Min et al. [164] applied SDWLAN on a university campus

and published the simulation steps for its installation. So SDWLAN is now

widely being adopted by many organizations because of its easy management,

the �exibility of adaptation and centrally controlled nature. The operational

complexity and the cost for network holders grow with the size of WLAN. The580

SDN architecture can also be applied in a WLAN setting to reduce operative

costs and e�cient network control [135]. SDWLAN has some advantages in

contrast to SDWMN in the sense that they typically have a dedicated high

speed wired backbone which provides more reliable communication. Gener-

ally, SDWLAN appears to have more resilience against LFA attacks in contrast585

to SDWMN since they have signi�cantly higher bandwidth compared to the

bandwidth-limited mesh networks. However, they are vulnerable to LFA in the

sense that in contrast to a rather stringent admission control and scarcity of
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bandwidth in SDWMN networks, the high bandwidth o�ered by SWLAN can

also be abused by adversaries to launch comprehensive attacks. However, a key590

di�erence is that processing power is signi�cantly higher compared to SDWMN

and therefore LFA detection and mitigation can be more e�ciently achieved in

SDLAN as compared to SDWMN.

4. Link Vulnerabilities in SDN

In this section, we explain the weaknesses of SDN where LFA can be critical.595

We show how the control plane and data plane interfacing is critical and can be

attacked. Earlier work on SDN security, mitigates attacks including �ow table

over�ow [95, 165, 166] and bandwidth consumption attacks [116, 167, 86] which

causes DoS [167, 168, 169] while others [170] check SDN for its deployment. In

[90] authors propose a framework for mitigation control plane saturation attacks.600

In [95] a solution is proposed for the mitigation of control plane saturation

attacks in which polling strategy is devised from data plane to control plane

for checking of the control �ows that come across for news communications. In

[171] authors propose a packet migration and proactive �ow rule-based solution

to mitigate control plane saturation attacks. In [172] authors have identi�ed605

vulnerabilities of SDN where an attacker can gain access to SDN and hence the

network infrastructure. A study has been conducted in [70] which provides an

architecture for a solution against LFA, however no experimental evidence and

evaluation has been given.

Based on the above discussion, it is pertinent to say that previous work has610

focused on providing security speci�cally for the data plane or the control plane,

while ignoring the vulnerable strategic links capable of driving the communi-

cation of the whole network. In case of LFA, the link between controllers to

data plane can become a bottleneck for the successful operation of the network.

The disconnection of this link causes the information not to pass between the615

two planes, resulting in failure of the network. All the previous work that has

been done in the �eld of LFA is done on the data plane or control plane as
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we have discussed in the literature. Therefore, the literature �ndings on this

issue are insu�cient. So underlying work has great importance in mitigating

attacks on the interface of the control plane and data plane. This work also620

contributes to overcoming the weakness of SDN to be vulnerable to LFAs. Most

of the IT companies are transferring their infrastructure to the cloud [173]. Ac-

cording to Gartner [174] survey Amazon, Microsoft, and Google are providing

98% of the global computing facilities, and all of these are virtualized. This

shows that more and more companies are transferring their infrastructure from625

hardware systems to software [175]. SDN is becoming more and more prevalent

and replacing traditional networking schemes. Many threat vectors have been

identi�ed that can a�ect the SDN architecture [176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181].

SDN-based networks provide easy adaptation to changing business require-

ments. Since SDN is a relatively new concept so, the threats it may experience630

are also novel. The new types of threats in SDN are likely to tend to �ood the

link between control planes to the data plane. If this happens in a network,

the link from the control plane to data plane can be chocked and the controller

becomes irresponsive and will no more be administrating the tra�c. Since the

controller is the brain in SDN, it installs rules in the switches which are in the635

data plane. The rule installation procedure cannot be performed and the entire

network becomes irresponsive. This in turn, stops the services provided over

the network. Since the network connection will be unavailable, network ser-

vices on the cloud will also be a�ected and may cause the cloud infrastructure

to become unavailable. Based on the above discussion, we can summarize the640

following weaknesses of SDN:

• The control tra�c is the most critical information for SDN because it per-

forms all the crucial tasks of �ow rules installation, network con�guration,

and optimum path calculation. The prime concern of the attacker is to

disconnect the controller path links to make it ine�ective.645

• Data plane is the main working unit which is dependent on the controller

communication. In SDNs, where it derives all the information through the
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hardware devices, any attack on data plane devices can result in service

disruption throughout the network.

• The link between control planes to the data plane is very critical because650

all the control information passes through this link, as this is a sole link

and any congestion can cause a delay in information.

• The adversaries can take target this link by employing the hard-to-detect

LFA and congest the link in a way that it becomes unresponsive resulting

in disconnection of the whole network.655

• The data to control plane link has the tendency to be �ooded by a bunch of

tra�c so there must be a link-scanning mechanism that can check whether

the congestion is because of the legitimate tra�c or it has caused by some

adversary.

• Since data plane to control plane link does not have any �ood detection660

and mitigation mechanism, there is a strong need to implement a �ood

detection and mitigation strategy. This link is very crucial to install new

�ow rules for every new incoming �ow, so it becomes a lucrative target

for adversaries, which can easily a�ect the complete network by attacking

this link.665

• LFA disruption in control plane to data plane communication can have

serious consequences in all types of networks including wireless. Inter-

ruption in linkages between the control plane to the network devices can

ultimately bring the whole network down. So all the SDN variants are

equally in a position to be attacked by cross�re LFA. In Fig. 12 the link670

between control plane to data plane is shown to be disconnected due to an

LFA, resulting in communication failure of the control plane with network

devices.

LFA has a potential to can cut o� speci�c areas of the underlying networks

from others, therefore, we suggest to device a solution for LFA mitigation on675
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Figure 12: LFA can disconnect the control channel.

control plane to data plane linkage. LFA can have a devastating e�ect on SDN

which can bring individual planes down, disrupt the communication between

the planes and ultimately bring down the whole network. But the sensitive

nature of the control plane to data plane link can make this a single point of

failure for the whole network. So the network community should take this issue680

for successful implementation and up gradation of SDN architecture. The above

study shows that there are profound vulnerabilities between the control plane to

the data plane communication path. There is also a lack of literature available

that addresses this weakness that shows the chief importance of our study.

5. LFA Mitigation Techniques685

In this Section, we perform an in-depth analysis of the available LFA mitiga-

tion techniques.We compare existing techniques and categorize LFA mitigation

according to the type of mitigation technique used.

5.1. Categories of LFA mitigation Techniques

We categories LFA mitigation techniques into three types based on the un-690

derlying method to alleviate LFA.

• Tra�c engineering principles based mitigation techniques

• SDN principles-based approaches

• Link obfuscation based techniques
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Figure 13: Categories of LFA mitigation techniques.

5.1.1. Tra�c Engineering Principles-based Approaches695

A proactive LFA mitigation technique based on traceroute packets has been

proposed by Takayuki et al. [34]. The traceroute packets �ow increases in a

region where LFA occurs because the adversary creates a link map before at-

tacking a target link. The traceroute packets increase behavior is independent

of link congestion, however, a limitation of this technique is that it is hard to700

detect traceroute packets from benign and attack hosts. A relational algebra-

based approach to defend against LFA has been proposed in [37]. This technique

is based on multiple attackers and defender interactions during rerouting. The

�ows that tend to change their destination in order to adapt to the new tracer-

oute are identi�ed as suspicious. Dimitrios et al. propose a reactive tra�c705

engineering-based LFA mitigation technique which is based on rerouting the

attack tra�c [1]. However, a signi�cant drawback of this technique is that the

multiple rerouting e�orts increase tra�c delays and increase network overhead.
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Multiple attack detection and mitigation resources have been incorporated in

[182] including capacity invocation, blacklists integration, �ow �ltering, and710

normal tra�c learning. Fid et al present Virtual Networks (VN) deployment

to bypass attacked links [38]. A cost incentive mechanism has been proposed

between the attack source and destination in order to alleviate LFA [183]. Their

solution is based on the fact that source and destination AS never gets any idea

of LFA. Therefore e�ective incentive mechanisms among source and destination715

AS encourage cooperation between them.

The above-mentioned techniques exploit tra�c engineering to detect and

defend against LFAs. Further details of these techniques can be accessed in our

previous survey [70].

5.1.2. SDN Principles-based Approaches720

SDN has revolutionized the traditional network management providing op-

portunities for better network tra�c exploitation for attack mitigation [184].

These techniques are based on SDN deployments where LFA occurs in order to

increase network connectivity in case of LFA. Wang et al. introduced a technique

namely Woodpecker to upgrade traditional network routers to SDN switches to725

increase network connectivity [32]. Bloom �ltering technique in SDN has been

proposed in [40]. Link obfuscation technique during link map construction has

been proposed in [41]. However, due to link obfuscation, the resulting links may

not be optimal which increases network tra�c overhead. In [185], authors have

surveyed mitigation techniques against �ooding attacks using SDN principles.730

LFADefender [186] performs data plane device measurements using s�ow agents,

and provide link selection, and LFA mitigation solutions using SDN. Similarly,

an extension of Woodpecker has been proposed in [187] which increases network

connectivity to mitigate LFA in traditional networks.

Fig. 13 and 14 contain the citation of literature available on LFA mitigation735

techniques. The broad categories of LFA mitigation techniques are provided

along with their basic working principles.
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5.1.3. Techniques based on Link Inspection Methods

These techniques are based on the link inspection during, before, and after

an attack to defend against LFA. Qian et al. propose an active link obfusca-740

tion method to make it di�cult for the adversary to create an accurate link

map [32]. The LinkScope technique performs di�erent network measurements

to capture network metrics to defend against LFA [188]. RADAR [189] em-

ploys commercial of-the-shelf switches to mitigate cross�re attacks, they utilize

multiple controller and switch interactions to inspect a number of aggregating745

�ows to detect LFA. However, measuring a huge number of aggregating �ows

can become an overhead on the network. Soo et al. propose CoDef which is

based on the collaboration among di�erent AS during an attack [35]. SPIFFY

technique is based on temporary bandwidth expansion during and after the at-

tack [2]. The adversaries can be detected which do not adapt to the bandwidth750

expansion. NetHide [190] obfuscates the network topology to defend against

LFA, however this technique transforms the LFA defense problem into multi

objective problem where security and usability requirements are constraints on

the solution. The impact of network topology attributes on target selection has

been demonstrated by [191].755

Figure 14: Grouping of techniques based on the type of the experimental setup.
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5.2. Comparison of LFA Mitigation Techniques

Due to the ease of con�guration and usage, in most of the recent works

SDN testbeds have been used to validate proof of concepts (PoC) for most

of the network-related research. However, the presented techniques are in no

way focused to solve SDN speci�c issues. And e�ectively mitigating LFAs on760

SDN control plane is one such challenge that has yet to be addressed. Fig. 14

intends to categorize techniques presented in the LFA related literature based

on the type of the experimental setup. While the wide usage of SDN testbeds in

network research signi�es its importance, it also gives a false impression to the

research community that SDN itself is a very researched topic in the context765

of LFA. Therefore, this section discusses LFA mitigation techniques in detail

while keeping di�erent networking paradigms in focus. A thorough literature

review clearly reveals that the work done in the �eld of LFA mitigation is mostly

focused to the traditional networks. To the best of our knowledge, this work

is the �rst e�ort to identify the LFA problem in SDN's control channel. This770

section explains the generally available literature in the �eld of LFA and provides

a comparison of di�erent mitigation techniques.

Gkounis et al. propose a reactive defense mechanism against LFA based on

"centralized tra�c engineering" [1]. Active link obfuscation-based technique has

been proposed by [36]. Temporary bandwidth expansion-based mechanism has775

been presented by [2]. In [36], Wang et al propose a proactive link obfuscation

method for LFA mitigation. This solution provides a fake link-map so that the

adversaries mis�re the target links. SVM is used for adversaries classi�cation

that remains accurate only if the training data is available in a very large vol-

ume. In [2] Kang et al. present a technique for LFA prevention, that works780

by expanding the network bandwidth dynamically. On this expansion bots are

detected by their constant behaviour. However, legitimate users can also be

marked as LFA-bots in case they do not react to the increase in the bandwidth.

Further comparison of all the LFA mitigation techniques is given in the Table

5. This table gives an extended form of our preliminary �ndings [70], and gives785

comparative details on the available literature chronologically in the domain of
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LFA mitigation techniques.

In Table 5 there are four columns each representing some property of the

technique used for LFA mitigation. The �rst column is the solution type which

is the name of the proposed solution given by the authors of the proposed work.790

In the main idea column, a summary of the main contribution of the proposed

work is given. After reading the whole work and getting out the summary of the

proposed work we identi�ed the limitations of the proposed work. In Fig. 14

we have categorized the LFA mitigation techniques on the basis of the network

type used. We have identi�ed the type of testbed used by authors to prove795

their concept. Some approaches use traditional networks while others employ

SDN testbed for validating their research. In the last column of Table 5, we

have mentioned the published year of the LFA mitigation technique, we have

categorized all the papers in chronological order and it can be seen that most

of the work on LFA has started from 2015 and it goes on with a wide range of800

research can be found in 2018.

We have carried out an extensive literature review of the area and classi�ed

the research papers into certain categories. Table 5 illustrates that the research

focusing on LFA on di�erent networks started in 2013; this can be explained

because LFA on SDN is a relatively new phenomena which poses new challenges805

to the widely deployed SDN. And because of the wide adaptation of SDN, it

can be lethal to the network operation. It can be observed from the Table 5

that most authors have carried out their experiments on SDN to solve LFA

in general, not speci�c to SDN. It is also worth mentioning that none of the

works considered experimentation related to LFA mitigation on data plane to810

the control plane link. The presented techniques can broadly be categorized

into tra�c engineering, link inspection, and SDN based approaches. A reactive

solution can be a bit destructive because LFA may already damage the under-

lying network by the time of being detected. Such solutions carry the overhead

of continuously monitoring the link or underlying network for LFA. This can815

slow down the network and overburden the infrastructure. On the other hand,

proactive solutions can mitigate attacks before they become threats and avoid
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disastrous situations.

It can be observed that all the work that is discussed in Table 5 is either on

the data plane, control plane or on managing tra�c on both of the planes. But820

none experimented on the data plane to control plane link -which is very critical.

Due to its widespread deployments, SDN based approaches can be widely seen in

the literature. We have identi�ed the weaknesses of each technique that should

be addressed while designing a framework.

5.3. Classi�cation of LFA Mitigation Techniques825

A deep study of LFA mitigation techniques has shown that researchers have

examined this problem from multiple angles. We did not �nd any single solution

that addresses all the challenges posed by this attack. In the absence of an

objective criterion it is hard to judge the quality of a suitable solution. In this

regard we have proposed a set of quality metrics for systematically examining the830

strengths and weaknesses of LFA mitigation techniques based on an objective

criterion that uses a set of features to rank and quantify them. The qualitative

performance features are discussed below:

1. Detection Accuracy: It is the accuracy with which an LFA mitigation

technique alleviates the �ood tra�c where false positive rate is low. Higher835

accuracy is desirable in LFA mitigation strategies. We group the LFA

mitigation techniques according to their detection accuracy levels of high,

medium, and low.

2. Detection Time: It is time that a solution takes to detect LFA after

it occurs. Low detection time is desirable in LFA mitigation techniques840

because if a solution takes much time in order to respond to LFA, then

it will not be better solution. The detection time is also classi�ed into

high, medium and low, where time-e�cient techniques will be categorized

as low as their detection time. There is another aspect of detection time

where proactive solutions try to establish strong surveillance of the net-845

work before the occurrence of LFA. Therefore the proactive solutions have
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Table 5: Link �ooding mitigation techniques (An extension of our work at [70]).

Solution Title Main Idea Limitations Year

Codef [35]
Rerouting tra�c toward AS

domains not a�ected by LFA.
Threat of all AS domain attack. 2013

LinkScope [192]
Continuous link inspection and

identi�cation using ML.
High false positive rate. 2014

Agile Virtualized

Infrastructure [38]

Proactively allocating network

resources using VN placement.
Expose the identity of VN. 2015

Traceroute

Packets[34]

Traceroute packets increase

in LFA regions.

Di�erentiating adversaries

and hosts.
2015

Flooding DDoS [182]

Tra�c inspection e.g., blacklist

tra�c features, and elastic

capacity invocation.

Overlap in attack and benign

tra�c if source IP is spoofed.
2016

Incremental

SDN [32]

Upgrade routers to SDN switches

to increase network connectivity.
Reactive nature. 2016

Bloom Filter

in SDN [40]
Tra�c inspection using bloom �ltering. High false positive rate. 2016

SPIFFY [2] Temporarily bandwidth increase. High false positive rate. 2016

SDN Approach for

MTD [41]
Link obfuscation. Increased delay. 2016

Framework for LFA [37] Multiple attacker and defender interaction. Increased delay. 2016

Interplay of LFA [1] Defender-based rerouting of attack tra�c. Increased delay. 2016

Link Obfuscation [36] Providing fake links to the adversaries. Increased training data. 2017

SDN HoneyNet [193]
Compute graph metrics and deploy

fake link map to adversaries
Increase network complexity. 2017

Protecting Internet [183]
ISP cooperation and tra�c rerouting

by incentivized routing strategy
Tra�c overhead due to rerouting. 2018

LFADefender [186]
SDN-based techniques

to the vulnerable links.
Increased network delay. 2018

Woodpecker [187]
SDN deployment for

increased connectivity.
Intense tra�c measurements. 2018

RADAR [189] Controller-data plane cooperation. False positive rate. 2018

NetHide [190] Hiding network topology. Extra packet processing. 2018

Topology

Attributes [191]
Topological attributes for security. Reactive nature. 2018

CFADefense[194] Tra�c engineering. security. Extended delay 2019

Signaling Game [195] Attacker-defender interaction security. Increased complexity 2019

Stackelberg security[196] Randomized detection strategies. Higher tra�c delay 2019

LFA-Shield[197] Tra�c detection using deep learning. Lower accuracy. 2019

BALANCE[198] Hybrid SDN deployment. Reactive nature. 2020

LFA Using ML[199] Employing ML approaches. deployment. Slower response. 2020
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Table 6: Comparison of LFA mitigation techniques on the basis of performance metrics.

Technique Accuracy Time Solution Approach Complexity Analysis Method Scalability Evaluation

CoDef [35] High Low Reactive Traditional High Traceroute High Simulation

Linkscope [192] High Low Reactive Link Inspection Low Link Inspection High Real testbed

Agile Virtualized [38] High Medium Proactive Traditional Low VN placement High Real testbed

Traceroute Packets [34] Low Low Proactive Traceroute Low Traceroute Low Simulation

Flooding DDoS [182] Medium High Proactive Machine Learning High SDN-based High Real testbed

Incremental SDN[32] Low High Reactive Woodpecker High SDN-based Low Simulation

Bloom Filter in SDN [40] Low High Reactive Bloom �lter High SDN-based Low Simulation

SPIFFY [40] Medium High Reactive Traditional High Link Inspection Medium Simulation

SDN MTD [41] Low High Proactive SDN-based Medium SDN-based Low Simulation

Framework for LFA [37] Medium High Reactive Traditional low Tra�c Rerouting Medium Simulation

Interplay of LFA[1] Medium High Reactive Traditional Medium Tra�c Rerouting Medium Simulation

Link Obfuscation [36] High Low Proactive Link obfuscation medium Link inspection High Simulations

SDN HoneyNet [193] Low High Reactive HoneyNet Low Link Inspection Low Simulation

Protecting Internet[183] High Medium Proactive Traditional Low Tra�c Engineering High Real testbed

LFADefender [186] Low Low Proactive Traditional Low SDN-based High Real testbed

Woodpecker [187] Medium High Reactive Woodpecker Low SDN-based Medium Real testbed

RADAR [189] High Low Proactive Traditional Low Tra�c Engineering High Real testbed

NetHide [190] Medium Medium Reactive Link Inspection Medium Tra�c Engineering Low Simulation

Topology Attributes [191] Medium High Reactive Link Inspection Medium Tra�c Engineering low Simulation

CFADefense [194] Low High Reactive Link Inspection Low SDN Measurements low Simulation

Signaling Game [195] High Low Proactive Game Theory Low Tra�c Rerouting High Real testbed

Stackelberg security [196] High Low Proactive Game Theory Low Tra�c Measurement High Simulation

LFA-Shield [197] Low High Reactive SDN-based Low SDN Measurements low Simulation

BALANCE[198] High High Reactive SDN-based Low Central Management High Simulation

LFA Using ML[199] Low High Reactive ML Low Tra�c Engineering low Simulation
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low detection time.

3. Solution Type: As discussed earlier, there are broadly two solution types

i.e. proactive and reactive. The proactive strategies provide mechanisms

to avoid LFA before it occurs, as the network tra�c is handled in a way850

that it is very di�cult for the adversary to launch an attack. And the

reactive strategies perform the alleviation in response to the occurrence of

the attack. Proactive solutions are generally considered as a better choice

against LFA as it targets to minimize the likelihood of any damage caused

by LFAs.855

4. Approach Used: It corresponds to the type of approach used in the ex-

periment, for example traditional, link obfuscation, and machine learning.

Traditional techniques correspond to the approaches widely being used for

network operation like packet inspection and �ow �ltering. Machine learn-

ing techniques correspond to using machine learning approaches for detec-860

tion and mitigation of LFA like incoming tra�c classi�cation to identify

malicious �ows and adversaries. Link inspection techniques correspond to

constantly observing the links to identify the malicious activity over the

network. Traceroute techniques use traceroute packets in order to alle-

viate and detect an attack. These techniques analyze traceroute packets865

increase phenomena to identify the malicious activity, because adversaries

send multiple traceroute packets to create a link map of the network be-

fore launching the attack. For attack mitigation, these techniques reroute

the attack tra�c so that it is unable to reach the destination. In the same

way, link obfuscation techniques, deceive the adversary to create a cor-870

rect link map and identify the potential target by obfuscating the network

links. HoneyNet techniques provide a virtual connectivity over the nodes

attacked by the adversary, this way tra�c can be bypassed from the attack

point. The Bloom �ltering approach uses probabilistic data structures to

detect LFA. In the same way, Woodpecker technique incrementally deploys875

SDN strategies to alleviate LFA and to restore the centralized control.
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5. Solution Complexity: Complexity is the amount of resources that will

be consumed by the solution in order to mitigate the attack. These re-

sources may corresponds to time to detect or mitigate an attack or other

resource requirements taken by the solution to complete its operation. Low880

complexity values are preferred for a good solution against LFA. Here we

classify the techniques into low, medium, and high complexity solutions

by analyzing the experimental setup provided by each technique.

6. Analysis Method: It corresponds to the type of solution that has been

used by the underlying approach. The examples of analysis methods are:885

tra�c engineering, traceroute, and SDN-based approaches. The di�erence

between the approach used and analysis method is that the approach

quanti�es speci�c categories of the technique used against LFA. However,

analysis method quanti�es the solution into more broader categories of

the techniques.890

7. Scalability: The capability of a solution to be deployed on large scale

networks is called the scalability. We categories the scalability of solutions

as, high, medium, and low. Current networks are expanding continuously,

so a good solution must possess the quality of being high scalable. Most

of the available research is based on simulation results, which cannot be895

tested for scalability.

8. Evaluation: Di�erent methods are used to perform the evaluation of the

proposed solution. Some authors use simulations to demonstrate their

concept while others use real testbeds. Preference is given to solutions

that are tested on real testbeds.900

In Table 6 we have compared LFA mitigation techniques based on above

mentioned metrics. Techniques such as Codef [35] and Linkscope [192] have high

accuracy however they work in a reactive manner that makes them vulnerable to

the security issues. Alternatively, the Agile Virtualized [38] technique possesses

the qualities for a good solution as it has higher accuracy in detecting the905
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Table 7: Machine learning techniques in �ood attack mitigation.

Technique Name Machine Learning Algorithm Features Used

Distributed SOM [170] Distributed Self Organizing Maps

Number of �ows

Number of packets per �ow

Number of bytes per �ow

Time duration

Adaptive Arti�cial Immune Networks [200] Arti�cial Immune System Tra�c Analysis

DyProSD [201]

C4.5

Naive Bayes

Decision Tree

Source IP

Destination IP

Sampled Interval Time

Flow ID

Total Number of Connections

OpenFlowSIA [202] SVM

Network Protocol

Source IP

Source Port

Destination IP

Destination Port

DDoS Flooding Attack Detection Algorithm [89] Hop Count Filter Algorithm
Source IP

Destination IP

TDFA [203] IP Trace-back Algorithm Tra�c Analysis

malicious �ows as well as it is highly scalable. it also works in a proactive manner

and moreover they have tested their solution on a real testbed. SDN HoneyNet

[193] is a novel solution however, it has low detection accuracy and it can su�er

from the problem of more time to deploy the HoneyNet topology because it

computes di�erent graph-based measurements to identify the vulnerable nodes.910

Another drawback of this technique is that it is not tested in the real testbed

scenarios. SDN approach for moving target defense provides a solution that

works �ne in both proactive and reactive scenarios. In the same way, it takes

a lot time in order to detect LFA. This solution has not been tested on real

testbed and it also lacks in qualifying scalability requirements.915

The selection for a reliable solution against LFA depends on many factors

as provided in the comparison metrics. It depends on the requirements of the

environment where a solution has to be deployed. Because no solution is per-
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fect in terms of all the de�ned metrics. In some situations we require highest

accuracy, so we can compromise some other quality metrics in order to attain920

accuracy requirements. Some basic insights for choosing a mitigation strategy

is that the solution should have low false positive rate and low attack detec-

tion time. No solution can be perfect in terms of all the performance metrics

speci�ed in the Table 6. An optimal strategy against LFA involves a trade-o�,

however, a solution needs to be scalable to be practical. However, we categories925

the state of the art Protecting Internet Infrastructure Against LFA [183] as a

reliable solution because it is a novel strategy which has high detection accuracy

and works proactively.The fact that LFA uses low rate tra�c to attack potential

targets, makes it di�cult to mitigate. However, this strategy incorporates the

source and destination ASes coordination against LFA. In the same way this930

solution has also been tested on a real testbed and also quali�es the scalability

requirements. The underlying detection and mitigation technique is also tradi-

tional which can easily be implemented in current network environments. This

technique incorporates the incentivized-based strategy on both source as well

as destination sides to collaborate against LFA.935

Due to the exponential growth in the �eld of cloud computing [204, 205]

and big data [206], machine learning techniques are widely being used for op-

timization [207, 204, 208] and classi�cation [209, 210]. In this regard, we have

identi�ed multiple �ood attack mitigation related research in Table 7. This table

contains the list of ML techniques and features used for �ood attack detection.940

Tra�c features are used to train the ML classi�er, it can be noted that most

of the researchers used source and destination related tra�c features for �ood

tra�c classi�cation.

5.4. Case study: Link �ooding mitigation in industrial automation

The growing popularity of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industry945

4.0 are spurring the use of innovative network technologies in industrial automa-

tion. This increase in industrial automation communications is a result of the

growing shift to harness the productivity and e�ciency of manufacturing and
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process automation while requiring a minimum intervention of a human opera-

tor. As the protocols involved evolve from serial bus technologies to Ethernet,950

engineers are looking to harness the bene�ts of Software De�ned Networking for

achieving �exibility in network design of the manufacturing �oor.

Figure 15: Case study of link �ooding attack mitigation in industrial automation.

This section presents a proposed theoretical framework for mitigating link

�ooding attacks using industrial automation as a case study. A sample scenario

has been illustrated in Figure 15955

Unlike IT networks, industrial control networks do not undergo frequent

changes. While IT networks are dynamic and �exible, control networks are re-

sponsible for critical processes and high-speed decision making, which demand

a network that is much more predictable and deterministic. In traditional net-

working, the switches that forward packets also determine the network path to960

send those packets through, using protocols such as RSTP. In SDN, by con-

trast, the decision making functions are removed from the switches and han-

dled instead by the centralized SDN controller. The switches, in turn, receive

packet-forwarding instructions from the SDN controller. The SDN controller

and switches are shown in blue in Figure 15. This architecture enables the965
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switches to focus solely on the physical forwarding of packets. Each device

knows in advance what to do in case of a network failure. Since there is no need

to negotiate forwarding paths, as in an RSTP Ethernet network, there is almost

no delay in forwarding packets when there is a failure, which speeds up recovery

and minimizes packet loss.970

IIoT leverages the concept of the sensor-controller-actuator feedback loop.

The scenario illustrated comprises an IoT controller running a dedicated ser-

vice such as the sorting function of an actuator, namely a robotic arm. This

controller is functionally dependent on the context information from the over-

lapping set of sensors that monitor the speed and quality of the objects being975

sorted on a conveyor belt. Sensors measure environmental features and are vul-

nerable to fabrication attacks whereby an attacker can create decoys designed

to send crafted messages to the controller. In the �gure, the decoys are depicted

in red. At the start of the attack, the attacker creates a link map of the net-

work, calculates the attack-cost strategy, and ascertains the number of decoys980

that can occupy the links. Finally, the adversary sends tra�c from the decoys

to occupy the critical link thereby disrupting legitimate control tra�c. This is

easily possible because of the way the control networks are programmatically

set up with clearly demarcated primary and backup links as described earlier.

Disruption of the SDN controller a�ects the feedback loop of the IoT controller985

ultimately causing the factory robot to malfunction.

An LFA detection module implemented as an application in the SDN con-

troller gathers key network tra�c statistics from the switches, proactively iden-

tifying the presence of decoys and can prevent this attack from ever occurring.

There are several variations of the LFA attack shown in this scenario. For ex-990

ample, the attacker can use rogue sensors as decoys instead of compromising

existing ones, or manipulate the IoT controller to act on his behalf.

5.5. Ongoing Large-scale Projects

To gauge the viability of newly developed LFAmitigation techniques and net-

work security research in general, emulators, simulators as well as real testbeds995
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are employed. Compared with simulators and emulation platforms, testbeds

are a preferred choice because they utilize real network components and actual

tra�c can be observed. The past 10 years have seen several noteworthy large-

scale testbed projects come up to serve the SDN security community. Using

network slicing technologies and cloud management these projects are transpar-1000

ently "renting" out isolated, and virtual network resources to researchers from

common physical network infrastructure. Just as the arpanet was the precur-

sor to today's internet, researchers consider such large-scale SDN testbeds to

growth into the next-generation Internet. This section summarizes the projects

most relevant to LFA research being currently conducted.1005

DeterLab [211] is a 700 node scienti�c computing facility and heavily re-

lies on worldwide as a testbed platform for conducting SDN security related

research. It is hosted at the Information Sciences Institute, of the University

of Southern California (ISI) and University of California at Berkeley. Since

2003, with funding from NSF, DHS, and DARPA, DETERLab has grown into1010

a facility where over 900 researchers have conducted network and cybersecu-

rity experimentation. DETERLab users have conducted hundreds of research

projects and more than 13,000 students have received hands-on cybersecurity

training via DETERLab.

Research e�orts are underway to determine performance impact of �ooding1015

attacks and their countermeasures on SDN derived from the Internet Topology

Zoo (ITZ) project [212]. This is a repository of over two hundred and �fty

network topologies. Network operators upload topologies of real networks they

work with to the ITZ repository. It contains topologies from AboveNet to

Zamren. ITZ uses a graphical format, based on XML that contains detailed1020

information for setting up testbed networks based on real world topologies.

The Global Environment for Network Innovation project better known as

GENI [213] is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF). It employs

innovative network technologies like virtualization, OpenFlow and software de-

�ned networks, to conduct large-scale network design experiments. Security re-1025

searchers developing solutions for link �ooding attacks using GENI have access
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to a distributed virtual laboratory with resources deployed on over 40 university

campuses across the U.S.

OFELIA [214] is an European Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) project

that started in 2010. OFELIA's goal is to design a geographically dispersed next1030

generation Internet that has multiple layers and domains to support a variety of

tra�c types including that for software de�ned networks. It is also being used

for developing DDoS mitigation solutions.

OneLab [215] is another FP7 funded project, that attempts to combine some

existing testbeds to be an open, scalable, and sustainable SDN infrastructure1035

for next generation Internet research. Since its inception in 2011, the project

has deployed a variety of novel network protocols and applications in its branch

testbeds. OneLab is utilized in particular by the EXPRESS project by CNIT

researchers in Italy to support SDN tra�c engineering rules; to program security

or launch monitoring actions, as a function of anomaly detection warnings.1040

Other noteworthy testbeds worth mentioning are the Australia Wide-Area

SDN (AARNET) testbed [216] and the OpenSDNCore [217] testbed in Berlin.

6. Research Issues and Future Directions

We have identi�ed multiple open research issues after an in-depth analysis of

research on LFA in SDN. Generally, a lot of work has been performed to mitigate1045

LFA in traditional networks, however, relatively less attention has been given

on LFA in the context of SDN. As the current networks are widely deploying

SDNs for network operations, there is a strong need to provide LFA mitigation

strategy for SDN [194]. The Table 5 highlights it as a major research challenge.

6.1. Control Channel LFA1050

Devising a solution for control channel LFA has a potential to become a

valuable scienti�c contribution, as mentioned in section II. Following guidelines

should be considered while developing such a solution.

• Any solution for control channel LFA should be an independent applica-

tion to be e�cient and e�ective.1055
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• To minimize the chances of application crashing the solution should be

architected in a way that limits its external communication, thereby in-

creasing its reliability.

• In the current network circumstances, the tra�c consistency is random, so

any acceptable solution must be scalable according to the incoming tra�c.1060

• In real time network scenarios tra�c inspection and analysis takes a sig-

ni�cant amount of time so, it is di�cult to provide a real-time solution

for LFA. However, there is a strong need for a solution that works on

real-time basis because LFA can immediately disrupt the communication

with the vital resource which can result in vital information loss.1065

6.2. Pattern Matching and Machine Learning as a First Line of Defence

The adversaries exhibit special tra�c patterns when they attack. In this re-

gard, the identi�cation and mitigation of these patterns can help against LFA.

E�cient pattern matching sits at the heart of the high-speed network tra�c

monitoring. Intrusion detection systems, web application �rewalls and deep1070

content inspection use prede�ned patterns to identify malicious tra�c and con-

tent [218, 219]. For providing a solution against LFA on SDN, pattern matching

techniques can be designed which helps in analyzing tra�c patterns on line speed

[220]. The normal tra�c features can be represented as signatures and can ef-

�ciently be used to identify malicious patterns in the network [173]. Pattern1075

matching techniques can be utilized as the �rst line of defense against LFA by

�ltering the �ood from the known attackers. When tra�c streams are processed

through the pattern matching engine, the tra�c can be further analyzed using

machine learning techniques.

Machine learning techniques are widely being deployed for network tra�c1080

classi�cation [221]. Table 7 describes the machine learning techniques used for

�ood tra�c classi�cation. A solution based on machine learning techniques can

be devised to classify �ood tra�c on control channel [222]. Similar to a solution

provided by [223], for pattern matching in internet of things, a solution can
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be provided for LFA attack patterns identi�cation using historical attack data,1085

which can be used to classify tra�c �ow statistics into benign and �ooding �ow

categories. This vital identi�cation can be further utilized to mitigate the �ood

tra�c using any state of the art mitigation strategy.

6.3. Security Against Sources of LFA

The attack tra�c in LFA is persistently sent from the adversaries because1090

most of the times they use network of bots to send low rate tra�c. All the

current solutions work by mitigating these attacks on the victim side, there is a

strong need to provide solutions at the source side of LFA. However, it is very

di�cult to identify the sources of LFA because the intensity of tra�c at the

source sides is very low which is very hard to discriminate.1095

A better solution to alleviate the sources of LFA is through coordination be-

tween the ASes at the source and destination sides. However, the source ASes

need economic incentives to collaborate with the destination ASes. Source side

security solutions can also be provided by implementing highly secure authen-

tication services to identify and alleviate malicious hosts.1100

6.4. Need for Robust Solutions

A much needed future direction is to develop a solution to mitigate LFA

in SDN as an application. Most of the current controllers use REST API to

communicate with the physical hardwares in the network. REST API can be

utilized to collect �ow statistics which subsequently can be used for surveillance1105

of the control channel.

With the rapid developments in the �eld of information and communication

technology, need for reliable networks have been increased. Most importantly,

with the immense development of less-secure sensing technologies, the attack

surface for the adversaries has been increased [224]. The IoT devices serve as1110

readily-available devices which can be easily exploited by the adversaries to

generate attacks. Therefore, robust solutions against LFA are extremely vital

in the massively deployed sensing networks. LFA has become one of the most
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dangerous attacks on the networks. So, there is a dire need to provide highly

robust defense mechanism against these attacks. Most of the available solutions1115

for LFA are reactive in their implementation. With the advent of big data

technologies most of the organizations are operating online; so, highly secure

networks are preferred by the organizations. Therefore, need for proactive and

reliable solutions have been increased.

Most of the current solutions against LFA are tested on simulations sce-1120

narios which do not guarantee their e�ectiveness if deployed in real network

environments. Therefore there is a strong need to provide solutions evaluated

on on real testbeds. This way the requirements of scalability, complexity, and

real-time accuracy can be validated.

7. Conclusion1125

Since the rise of cloud services, big data processing on large server farms

and changing tra�c patterns, there has been an increasing need for dynami-

cally adaptable and manageable network architectures. The SDN ecosystem has

grown to �ll this gap. After a complete revamp of the data-center networks mar-

ket, SDN is now growing popular in mobile networking and wide-area networks.1130

It allows seamless management of large complex networks by centralizing the

network intelligence into one network control component. Unfortunately, intel-

ligence centralization has its own disadvantages related to security. LFA attacks

are considered crippling for traditional networks and are even more devastat-

ing for the SDN ecosystem. Most of the existing solutions do not focus on the1135

unique ways in which LFA can harm SDN and hence stand ine�ective.

In this work, we have performed an in-depth study of the outcomes of LFA

on all SDN planes. Subsequently, we evaluated the e�ect of LFA on all the

SDN variants e.g. SDMN, SDWN, and SDMN. The remaining part of this

work focused on surveying mitigation techniques proposed for securing SDN1140

infrastructure from LFA. We proposed a set of metrics for judging the quality

of suitable solutions and then ranked the surveyed techniques based on this
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criterion. While no single technique ranked highly on the criteria, we found

certain categories of techniques did better than others. Finally, we discussed

avenues for future research such as employing the use of machine learning and1145

pattern matching to improve the mitigation. We also provided guidelines when

implementing mitigation techniques that would allow them to be more proactive

and robust.
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